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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Over the past three years significant property issues have been identified at both Marlborough Girls' 

College (MGC) and Marlborough Boys' College (MBC).   MGC has leaky buildings, and buildings that 

require structural strengthening within the next 10 years.  MBC has buildings that need to be replaced 

and others which require structural strengthening.  

Both the Colleges and the Ministry of Education through discussion recognized that before any 
investment is made in property there was an opportunity to engage with the community about how 
education can be strengthened through collaboration between the two schools. There is already some 
existing alignment of time tabling of subjects between the Colleges, however, creating a collaborative 
education environment is made more difficult with the geographic separation of the sites.  
 
This consultation process was about hearing from the community as to whether they want to retain the 
Colleges on their current sites or alternatively, which options would they like the Ministry to explore? 
What opportunities would they like considered in establishing a master plan for the education of 
Marlborough’s 21st century learners? The Boards of Trustees of both Colleges had agreed not to lead the 
discussion by putting detailed options up front instead preferring to hear what the community had to 
say and be led by them. While this caused some disquiet from community members who strongly 
believed the process was a failure the outcome of the consultation did achieve what the Colleges had 
hoped for with 356 submissions / responses being received. 
 
The majority of respondents supported some form of change and saw the benefits to be gained by 
sharing and collaborating between the colleges and closer links with Tertiary Providers. Building two 
single sex colleges on the one site based on the King’s and Queen’s High School (Dunedin) model was 
noted as an example of how this could work with the option of incorporating a Youth Guarantee / 
Tertiary Provider on the same or adjoining site. It was also suggested that the potential role the 
Marlborough District Council might play in possible land acquisition for a green site should also be 
explored. There was a clear message that providing adequate space for students, particularly boys, was 
of the utmost importance.  
 
The submissions /responses ranged from one sentence to 3 or 4 pages and reflected the Marlborough 
community is very keen to explore the opportunities for the future delivery of secondary education 
further and engage in a further round of consultation. They have noted it is important to look at options 
that will provide the opportunity to create innovative, flexible learning and teaching opportunities and 
spaces to meet the learning needs of Marlborough’s secondary students for the next 50 years. The need 
for further consultation with the Marlborough community on informed options was clearly stated by 
many people both at the public meetings and through the submissions / responses. 
 
It is evident from the consultation feedback that the community would like the Ministry of Education in 
researching and presenting options to the community for further consultation to take into consideration 
feedback from this report, secondary/ tertiary links, transitions from primary to secondary school, 
adequate space, student movements between facilities / Colleges, traffic flows and population growth in 
the future. 
 
On the basis of the information received through the consultation process I recommend the Ministry of 
Education, Marlborough Boys College and Marlborough Girls College consider the following options for 
further investigation and consultation: 
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Options for further consideration: 

Option 1:  

Two single sex colleges co-located either on one site or close proximity to each other: sharing specialist 

faculties & the ability for students to access modern learning environments. Both single sex and co-ed 

classes can be run. Explore the concept of a tertiary provider being included in deliberations of a green 

site and the potential role the Marlborough District Council might play in potential land acquisition. 

Option 2: 

Status Quo: refurbishment and further development on the present college sites as the way to serve 

present & future students. Need to retain foot print size current colleges have. 

Option 3: 

Retain two single sex colleges and build a new co-educational school: Bring Colleges up to building 

standards plus MLE. The three colleges to collaborate with shared facilities and teaching. 

 Option 4: 

One purpose built co-educational college.  

Option 5: 

Retain both colleges on separate campuses but make them both co-ed 

a. Designate each as “distinct school of character” and maximize development of their capacity 

in those areas e.g. science/sport/ technology/performing arts / visual arts. Each college 

would become a center of excellence in its own area of expertise. Should remain a facility 

for sharing between the colleges; OR 

b. Each college zoned to service their side of the town. 

Option 6: 

Senior High / Junior High:  

a. Junior High single sex & Senior High coeducational classes: 

b. Junior High (yrs 9-11); Senior High (yrs 12-13)  
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2. BACKGROUND 

This report, commissioned by the Boards of Trustees of Marlborough Boys (MBC) and Marlborough Girls 

Colleges (MGC) and the Ministry of Education and undertaken by Janet Kelly, presents the findings of 

the first phase of consultation into secondary education provision in Blenheim in the future. This phase 

is concerned with giving the Blenheim community the opportunity to say what they think works well, 

what could be improved and suggestions to enhance educational achievement for secondary students in 

the future, and writing a report on the feedback received. 

This is the first step in the process. The Boards of Trustees of Marlborough Boys College and 

Marlborough Girls College were looking for an indication as to whether the community thought they 

should undertake an in-depth investigation of other options.  If so, what options would they like 

explored.    

 Over the past three years significant property issues have been identified at both Marlborough Girls' 

College and Marlborough Boys' College.   MGC has leaky buildings, and buildings that require structural 

strengthening within the next 10 years.  MBC has buildings that need to be replaced and others which 

require structural strengthening.  

In 2012 the Ministry of Education commissioned Aurecon New Zealand to scope the level of property 
investment required at MBC and MGC. This report identified substantial property issues at the Colleges. 
Some of the information in the report is now dated (Appendix 3) and is factually incorrect because of 
subsequent more detailed work that has been undertaken by Aurecon during 2013 but it does provide a 
broad summary of options for the redevelopment of the two schools. It was never intended to be a 
detailed business plan. 

 
The Ministry of Education also requires that all New Zealand schools progressively upgrade their 
teaching and learning spaces. Since the majority of the buildings at both Colleges were built, teaching 
practice and student learning needs have changed significantly. All students deserve to be taught in new 
modern learning environments.   
 
While this consultation process has been sparked by property issues, this was recognized as a once in 50 
year opportunity to reshape ‘education’ in Marlborough. 
 
Both the Colleges and the Ministry of Education through discussion recognized that before any 
investment is made in property there was an opportunity to engage with the community about how 
education can be strengthened through collaboration between the two schools. There is already some 
existing alignment of time tabling of subjects between the Colleges, however, creating a collaborative 
education environment is made more difficult with the geographic separation of the sites.  
 
The consultation process provided an opportunity for parents and students to: 

 Play a significant role in identifying the type of education provision that will best meet their 

needs for the future.  

 To explore further options for shared education delivery across the schools, and how property 

investment can be used to support these opportunities.  
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 To explore what opportunities exist for strengthening educational outcomes and would these 

opportunities be better delivered on two sites or one site.  

 
The driver was not about single sex or co-educational colleges nor did it include Intermediate education 
or Bohally Intermediate. This was an opportunity to develop an innovative, forward focused plan for 
secondary education provision in the future. It’s about providing the best learning environment going 
forward. 
 
The findings of this report will be used by the Ministry of Education and Marlborough Boys and 

Marlborough Girls Colleges Boards of Trustees to consult with the wider community on the preferred 

options that have come from community consultation. More detailed information on different options 

will be provided by the Ministry (i.e. for further consultation) and ultimately once the needs are defined 

the Ministry will undertake the detailed technical work required on site layout(s), space utilization, 

building plans etc. 

3. PROCESS 

The consultation process has included two public consultation meetings, meetings with the Mayor, 

NMIT management team, Phil Sharpin, representatives of the Pasifica community, representatives of 

the local iwi /runanga, and the local media. Letters and information were sent to all schools in 

Marlborough and to local iwi and runanga. Information in relation to the consultation process was also 

posted on both Colleges websites. There were also phone calls from older members of the community 

who didn’t have the confidence to put something in writing instead preferring to explain their thoughts 

over the phone. 

Notices were sent out on the 22nd November with consultation period initially closing on 20th January 

2014. After listening to feedback at the public meeting on the 2nd December, the closing period for 

submissions was extended to the 3rd February 2014 with a further public consultation meeting held on 

the 20th January.  

At the end of the consultation period: 

357 submissions/ responses were received 

31 identified as staff from MBC 

7 identified as staff from MGC 

160 identified as parents or grandparents 

159 identified as community 

2 identified as current students at the Colleges 

 

Of the 357 who responded some favored one option where as others favored a combination of options 

or had no fixed view other than providing recreational and educational facilities that are most 

appropriate and offer the best educational opportunities for the future. Some responses noted the need 

for more information and further consultation. 

26% supported the status quo 
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63% supported single sex colleges / classes 

25% supported a co-education college 

33% supported a combination of co-education and single sex 

8% favored a Junior High / Senior High option 

29% supported a single site or close proximity to each other 

8% general ideas or needing more information 

4. Feedback 

The consultation process generated considerable media interest and comment from the community.  

The process was always intended by the College Boards of trustees to be one of listening to what the 

community had to say rather than swaying opinion by presenting options up front. This has resulted in a 

number of people being unhappy with the consultation process as they believed they couldn’t make an 

informed decision with what was presented. This round of consultation was not about making a decision 

but one of testing the climate for change and what that change might look like. Concern was also raised 

about the timing of the consultation being over the Christmas holiday period.  

From both the submissions and the public meetings it was very clear people did not believe 

Marlborough Girls College site on its own was big enough for the 2 colleges to fit and still have space for 

sport & recreation. Many responses emphasized that adequate space was imperative for boys. When 

comparing the size of Marlborough Girls College and that of other colleges in New Zealand e.g. Albany 

Senior High, Alfriston College and Whangaparoa College, Marlborough Girls College site is significantly 

smaller. Traffic congestion and parking at this site was also a concern. In support of the McLauchlan 

Street site was its close proximity to specialist facilities e.g. 

 There is a little used domain between the tennis courts and MGC.  This could be considered as part 
of a memorandum of understanding with the Colleges for use to supplement sports grounds.  This 
land is Less than a blocks walk from MGC site and would be ideal for adding more space for 
extracurricular and lunchtime activities on the MGC / Bohally campus. Lansdowne Park is currently 
the site of the proposed development of a multi-sport venue and much of the green space will turn 
into hard surface. This land is currently ‘the rugby field’ in Marlborough.  A memorandum of 
understanding could be negotiated with the Marlborough District Council for its use by the 
College(s) during the school day.  

 The Marlborough Tennis Association courts and the Blenheim golf club are also located on Council 
grounds and use could be negotiated. 

 The McLauchlan site is also closest to the currently being constructed Blenheim Civic Theatre. 

 There is no reason that College Park could not continue to be used for extracurricular sports 
practice, particularly the hockey turf.  Currently students from MGC use this facility in this manner.  
 

Those against both Colleges being collocated on the McLauchlan Street site (for reasons noted above) 

also noted that Marlborough Girls College should be shifted closer to Marlborough Boys College site 

because: 

 Marlborough Boys College is closer and within easy walking distance to established facilities that 

boys use i.e. Stadium, College Park, Horton Park and library. 
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Feedback noted that Bohally should have been included in the consultation as it has a big part to play 

when planning for secondary education in the future. Responses suggested either; shifting Bohally to 

MBC site or a smaller site and shifting MBC to Bohally site; or including Bohally and making it into a 

junior high years 7-10 with a senior high years 11-13 at MGC site; or a year 7-13 college on Bohally & 

MGC site or make all primary schools up to year 8. As Bohally Intermediate had chosen not to be part of 

the consultation process this feedback hasn’t been included in the list of options for further 

investigation. 

Concerns were expressed over a school of 2000 being too big and too impersonal. Several people 

quoted ‘Hattie’ saying ideal size is 600-800 students. The Ministry of Education had noted that the 

student population wasn’t going to grow but the locals disagreed believing Marlborough has an 

expanding population. 

Many quoted research that supported boys do better in single sex college and classrooms while others 

quoted research that supported co-education (Appendix 1).  

The majority of respondents supported some form of change and saw the benefits to be gained by 

sharing and collaborating between the Colleges and closer links with NMIT. By pooling resource, they 

could afford the best facilities, attract specialist teachers and invest in the best teaching resources. 

Currently the Colleges are not always able to offer a wide array of specialist subjects in areas like 

languages, technology and vocational areas as well as the more traditional academic subjects. It was 

noted that transporting the number of learners between the current college sites would mean that 

classes running the following period would be significantly impacted on while waiting for learners to 

travel back. 

Single sex colleges co-located or close by with shared faculties and resources, a mix of single sex classes 

for years 9-11 and co-ed for years 12 &13 was a strongly preferred option. Building two single sex 

colleges on the one site based on the King’s and Queen’s High School (Dunedin) model was noted as an 

example of how this could work with the option of incorporating a Youth Guarantee / Tertiary Provider 

on the same or adjoining site. The importance of adequate space was emphasised and it was suggested 

the site would need to be approximately 25 hectares. It was also suggested the site should be within 

walking distance of community facilities.  

It was suggested the Ministry of Education work with local government & tertiary providers to 

investigate whether it is fiscally possible for a green field’s proposal that can accommodate MBC & MGC 

operating as separate identities with the equivalent of the four field sporting access MBC currently has. 

They noted the benefits of site sharing specialist faculties & the ability for students to access modern 

learning environments were more compelling than the history that would be lost. They also noted this 

would cause the least disruption to current students as until a move life would be business as usual.  

 

Feedback from iwi noted the importance of having a focal point, a whare nui whether joint MGC and 

MBC or separate and that it is crucial it is whanau friendly. Other points to consider are: It would be 

useful if Maori young people were able to learn Te Reo and Maori Performing Arts together; Useful to 
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explore the secondary-tertiary model to allow Maori students to develop courses that are both 

secondary (key subjects) and whananga based. It was noted there needs a whole different dynamic to 

retain Maori youth through senior secondary school. It is the goal of both schools to make Maori more 

comfortable. The key focus for both iwi and the schools in the future is to ensure young Maori have the 

opportunities to: a) Improve their academic achievement to ensure that they have the qualifications to 

enable them to enter university and / or career choice; b) Develop their leadership skills. 

Pasifica parents noted they would like to keep status quo with some shared classes or one (school) 

staying where it is and another being built closer to share facilities. Need to consider that in 10 – 15 

years there will be a lot more Pacifica students.   Keeping their (Pacifica) culture is very important. They 

noted co-ed is ok as long as it is culturally sensitive to Pacifica students particularly for the Pacifica 

students. The Pacifica community emphasized the importance of providing adequate support when new 

students arrive as they are under a lot of stress and with the language barrier it is very difficult for them.    

Several people believed it makes sense to rationalize in terms of site so that both colleges can enhance 

first class key facilities that will broaden current and offer new course dimensions. They asked how can 

the colleges utilize the uniqueness of Marlborough viticulture, aquaculture and aviation industries and 

what links can be developed between NMIT and other providers in the region to strengthen the 

educational offering for the young people. They noted the need to explore how transition from primary 

schools is further strengthened to ensure smooth entry into an exciting secondary education 

environment. 

Others believe the focus should be on how to improve the learning spaces and environment for the 

students, staff and community and should be focusing on form, function, use and design to end with 

secondary schools that provide the best learning environment that can and will be fit for purpose now 

and in the future. They noted that through this process the community has the opportunity to shape 

and mold the sites and buildings into enviable schools of the future and to build on the success/ 

positives of both schools. They want to build a school, an educational environment that will and can 

cater to all students with their various abilities and interests. 

A number of respondents supporting the status quo quoted the following as reasons to retain status 

quo; academic (boys perform better academically in single sex schools); the culture at MBC; Sports skills 

(boys need physical space to run around in); Performing Arts (boys are more reluctant to get involved in 

the performing arts i.e. music/drama/theatre in a co-ed environment but do much better in single sex 

schools; Too many students (optimum school size is 600-800 pupils ‘Hattie’ (2009); History (110 years at 

Stephenson St to be treasured, historic oak trees, an iconic old building, photographic collection & front 

field with atmosphere); Geography (location to Horton Park, College Park, The Stadium, Civic Theatre, 

town library, and proximity to CBD); Special needs (boys are 4 times more likely to need special needs 

education than girls); Traffic (anticipated traffic congestion at Nelson St/ McLauchlan St); The Old Boys & 

The Gold and Blue Club; Planning for future growth ( no space on MGC site for extra buildings to 

accommodate more students). Concern was also raised that decisions were being made without looking 

at what is truly possible at MBC. 
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Those that supported co-ed or a mix of co-ed and single sex classes quoted the following as reasons to 

support these options: Children enjoy social benefits of a co-ed campus, but the educational benefits of 

same sex classrooms; co-ed school system was superior socially and academically, and far more 

egalitarian  in its approach and outcome; retain single sex classes in years 9-11 and co-ed classes at 

years 12 & 13; most aspects of life are not segregated into single sex environments so why would they 

do this at secondary school; more well-rounded students if they have mix of co-ed and single sex 

environment. 

Some feedback noted that Queen Charlotte College in Picton provides the option of co-education for 

those who wanted it while others believed Picton was too far for their children to travel particularly if 

they were from out of town and therefore was not a viable option. 

Several responses supported an inclusive multi-cultural, co-educational college for yrs 9-13 on a single 

site that provided: the best science/technology, & physical education facilities the region can afford; 

transition support & training for girls & boys who prefer to enter trades i.e. electrical, cooking, hair 

dressing, plumbing etc; quality counsellors & support staff, in full collaboration with CAMHS, district 

health nurses; inclusion of facilities for the many creative & artistic pursuits young people might choose. 

It was also noted that if a green field’s site cannot be achieved on fiscal grounds then the preference for 

some would be for the status quo with all buildings in the colleges upgraded or replaced to MLE 

standards, and the building of new tech block, art block and gymnasium at Marlborough Boys College. 

One submission suggested the Ministry of Education looks to widen its brief concerning the delivery of 

secondary education in Blenheim and its focus on Marlborough Boys and Girls Colleges.  That the brief 

extends to a more holistic review and opportunity report that ensures that there is an ‘Educate 

Blenheim/Marlborough’ 21st Century plan and strategy, that delivers fit for purpose outcomes for the 

whole community. That these outcomes reflect the opportunities that could be realized both 

immediately (they would suggest that some things can’t wait) and over a 5 – 10 year period of 

development, through:  

1) greater integration of secondary and tertiary learning and learner opportunities;  

2) the most effective and efficient use of facilities, resources (human and physical) and that the 

potential development of facilities and resources avoids any duplication; that all existing resources 

and facilities presently used by MGC, MBC, NMIT and others who may wish to be involved, be seen 

as potential opportunities for development and collaboration;  

3) the investigation of ‘shared services’ including back office functions and cross institute 

requirements, that would support #2);  

4) the use and further development of learning technologies, that exploit on-line, blended and 

eLearning, reducing the need for ‘everything to be physically delivered everywhere’;  

The potential for ‘Academy’ developments that seek to also recruit from outside Marlborough (including 

international) for Year 11-13 e.g. Applied Engineering – Aeronautical/Avionics and then progression to 

tertiary study – this could be combined with organization and business/industry collaboration and ‘real 

learning’ opportunities . 
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Several people noted the importance of looking at options that will provide the opportunity to create 
innovative, flexible learning and teaching opportunities and spaces to meet the learning needs of 
Marlborough’s secondary students for the next 50 years. The community has the opportunity to think 
carefully about what the young people need as they prepare for a future of work, remembering many of 
them will be going into jobs in industries that do not currently exist. They also noted that the community 
needs the time to be able to consider various options.  
 

Further examples of feedback received are attached in Appendix 2. 
 

 

5. Options from feedback: 

 

Option 1: 

Two single sex colleges co-located either on one site or close proximity to each other: sharing 

specialist faculties & the ability for students to access modern learning environments. Both single 

sex and co-ed classes can be run.  

 

Option 2: 

Status Quo: refurbishment and further development on the present college sites as the way to serve 

present & future students. Need to retain foot print size current colleges have. 

 

Option 3 : 

Retain two single sex colleges and build a new co-educational school: Bring Colleges up to building 

standards plus MLE. The three colleges to collaborate with shared facilities and teaching 

 

Option 4: 

One purpose built co-educational college. 

 

Option 5: 

Retain both colleges on separate campuses but make them both co-ed 

c. Designate each as “distinct school of character” and maximize development of their 

capacity in those areas e.g. science/sport/ technology/performing arts / visual arts. Each 

college would become a center of excellence in its own area of expertise. Should remain 

a facility for sharing between the colleges; OR 

d. Each college zoned to service their side of the town. 

 

 

Option 6: 

Senior High / Junior High:  

e. Junior High single sex & Senior High coeducational classes: 

f. Junior High (yrs 9-11); Senior High (yrs 12-13)  
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APPENDIX 1 

Research and references noted in submissions 

 Tel Aviv University:  A study found that girls improve boy’s grades markedly at school 

 “Rescuing Boys Adrift: A conversation with Dr Leonard Sax” 2013 

 “The Effects of Single-sex and Coeducational Schooling on Children’s Academic Achievement” Lianne 

Woodward, David Ferguson, John Horton Christchurch 1999 

http://www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/otago014822.pdf 

 UK Research (Jim Knight: 2006 “Designing School Grounds”)  supports the need to have plenty of 

space for physical activity. 

 http://www.singlesexschools.org/evidence.html  Research supporting single-gender secondary 

schools. 

 “ He’ll be Ok Growing Gorgeous Boys into Good Men” by Celia Lashlie 

 

 

 

  

http://www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/otago014822.pdf
http://www.singlesexschools.org/evidence.html
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APPENDIX 2 

Feedback from submissions/ responses: 

 Not about co-ed or single sex but about having access to the resources they need and a healthy learning 

environment that meets the standards that every school should meet. 

 New, fit for purpose, educational facility on a single site 

 Bring buildings up to MLE top end. Share timetabling, buses. Build new co-ed  school for real choice. 

 MGC site too small; History of MBC; Upgrade both existing Colleges. 

 Two sites; junior HS yrs 9, 10, 11 & senior HS yrs 12 & 13 where facilities for senior students can be more 

specialized. 

 Shift Bohally to MBC site. Incorporate Bohally facilities into a merged co-ed school across the 2 sites. If shifting 

Bohally is not feasible build school on another site of sufficient size 

 Insufficient information to make a decision. 

 Space is critical. Not opposed to co-ed. 

 2 co-ed colleges on current sites 

 Current sites. One vocational college and one academic. Collaboration with each other & other providers 

 Build a truly first class co-ed school on the MGC & Bohally site or the race course. Shift Bohally Intermediate. 

Space at MGC too limited. 

 Great opportunity to reset and future focus secondary model to BEST meet needs of future young men and 

women. 

 Would be concerned about size of schools should the two combine.  Supports sharing of classes & facilities. 

 Rebuild MBC on site nearer to MGC but not the same site. MGC to be upgraded with flexible learning spaces 

replacing some of the conventional classrooms. Collaborate with MGC for some classes. 

 One college or two immaterial. MGC wonderful area to build MBC or new College. Rugby grounds are handy 

&only used at weekends, racecourse nearby and Polo Park. All used sparingly. Recreational and educational 

facilities that are most appropriate & offer the best educational opportunities for students. 

 Build 2 single sex schools on one site shared facilities and specialist teachers. Closer collaboration with NMIT 

for senior students. 

 Retain 2 colleges and build new co-ed on new site (maybe by NMIT) 

 It is not important whether we have a co-ed or single sex school. It is the quality of a well -rounded education 

that engages all our youth & secures our future in the developed world that is important- not the building or 

space in which this education was delivered. NEED more information. 

 Stay on current sites. Too many students for one site. Share courses at respective schools. 

 There needs to be change. Share facilities & resources between both Colleges and NMIT. Incorporating tertiary 

education options would be wonderful for region. Facilities need to be close to each other. Shift Bohally to 

Blenheim School site then shift MBC to Bohally site. 

 Stay on current sites. Too many students for one site. Share courses at respective schools. 

 Redevelop both schools on one site. Coed College at MGC site with same sex classes. Children enjoy social 

benefits of a co-ed campus, but the educational benefits of same sex classrooms 

 Strongly against the merging of the two colleges on one site. Large colleges covering a wide range leads to 

increased bullying & the youngest children feel lost entering a large site with a large number of students. Have 

3 colleges, Junior, middle and senior. 

 Single co-ed college on one site. There is very old school mentality in this area. Old boys/ girls networks 

attitudes are really entrenched in Blenheim. There are studies galore to support both single sex and co-ed 
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education, but they only ever seem to touch on academic performance, and not on the profound social 

benefits that come from removing a stereotype 

 Redevelopment of the two colleges, proceed with the establishment of a co-ed vocational and specialist 

subject centre at the MGC on the site of Innes House. This centre could be coed campus in its own right or as 

an extension to MGC that is also used by MBC. Build a new coed technology building alongside MGC building, 

sharing resources and students. Two Colleges to continue in their present form. Share facilities and provide 

MLEs 

 Would like to see two colleges remain separate but combine classes at senior level (yrs 12-13). 

 Build brand new combined college facility on new site. Something our students deserve 

 Co-locate on one site. MGC / Bohally site. Maintain a predominately single sex education at least up to yr 12 

but with options for co-ed with specialized classes e.g. languages, at lower age groups. Share specialized 

facilities. Coordinate with NMIT & other tertiary providers so as not to duplicate resources. 

 Keep both schools on independent sites and upgrade and replace existing buildings. 

 Support either 2 colleges going co-ed, or another college built and retain MBC & MGC as single sex; or 

amalgamate both colleges and develop a brand new school in another place in Blenheim with adequate space 

– not MGC site. 

 Build a new facility to combine the colleges that will set our children up for success. Create a 21
st

 century 

college, a MLE e.g. a modern open plan facility with differentiated learning areas and a flexible approach to 

learning like Papamoa College 

 First priority to upgrade MBC to where it should be. Second priority to co-locate both colleges as separate 

entities but have shared specialist facilities on a clean new site. 

 Two single sex colleges co-located on one site makes sense as resources, facilities, sports fields, gyms etc can 

be shared including teaching staff. Shift Bohally to MBC site then enough space on MGC plus Bohally site 13 

hectares or contributing primary schools could cater for students up to and including year 8. 

 Either single sex colleges or split colleges into Junior HS & Senior HS. Must retain MBC. 

 A junior co-ed school taking in Bohally Intermediate School campus and MGC campus and a co-ed senior high 

at the MBC site; or a co-ed college on each campus. 

 There are significant benefits to be gained by the College’s collaborating. By pooling monies, we can afford the 

best facilities, attract specialist teachers & invest in the best teaching resources. Single site does not 

necessarily mean the schools need to merge into a co-ed school. Favour the option where one site is run as 

one school, with one board of trustees & one senior management team e.g. Burnside HS model. A senior 

school (years 11-13) where classes are mostly co-ed & some subjects where a number of classes, such as 

English, single sex classes run using texts for example chosen to suit young women. Two junior (year 7-10), 

one for young women & one for young men. The two junior schools operating independently except for 

specialist subjects such as languages where combined numbers would enable classes to run. Key to this 

development will be the appointment of a visionary Principal and senior lead team committed to. Second 

preferred option being two single sex schools located on one suitable site sharing some facilities, specialist 

teachers, & specialist resources. Colocation or a single site is crucial to enable the development of links with 

the wider community – govt & social agencies / organizations. 

 Status quo; all buildings on both sites be built or replaced, to meet specifications; state of the art ICT must be 

installed, with funding for continuous up-grades is essential in this modern era; and as part of faculty career 

development and in the interest of students educational growth, each faculty member must be continually 

trained in the use of modern technology, pedagogical methods with educational standards strongly enforced.   
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 That a Marlborough cross education sector working group be formed to work with the MOE on the delivery of 

a feasibility study for the ‘options’ stated, leading to the development of a project plan, strategy, appropriate 

‘better business case’ & a workable blue print for positive change & development. 

o Option: That the MoE looks to widen its brief concerning the delivery of secondary education in 

Blenheim and its focus on Marlborough Boys and Girls Colleges.  That the brief extends to a more 

holistic review and opportunity report that ensures that there is an ‘Educate Blenheim/Marlborough’ 

21
st

 Century plan and strategy, that delivers fit for purpose outcomes for the whole community. That 

these outcomes reflect the opportunities that could be realised both immediately (we would suggest 

that some things can’t wait) and over a 5 – 10 year period of development, through greater 

integration of secondary & tertiary learning & learner opportunities; the most effective & efficient 

use of facilities, resources & that the potential development of facilities & resources avoids any 

duplication 

 Not enough information to make an informed comment. Need to explore what the future needs are for 

secondary education. Advice needed on what the possible options are other than what the Ministry has put 

forward. The timeframe has not been conducive to community discussion & input given the holiday period. 

Request the Minister to support a further consultation period taking place to allow the best models for 

Marlborough to be explored & these to then be put forward to the community & Ministry for consideration 

 Some classes at senior level jointly accessible to both genders (combined as has happened in the past) and this 

can be done by sychronising timetable. 

 Would like further information on: the feasibility of a junior & senior HS system operating in Marlborough; one 

site or 2 sites; boys / girls v’s co-ed; moving colleges to completely new site; pros & cons of various options. 

 Make each campus a specialty campus e.g consolidates all the science courses at MGC & all of the fine arts/ 

visual arts at MBC. Could have block courses at each campus. This will work for years 9-11 

 Favours refurbishment and further development on the present college sites as the way to serve present & 

future students. Need to retain foot print size current colleges have. Students are very active and sporty. 

 Supports sharing of resources as much as possible. MGC site is too small. 

 MBC becomes a senior co-ed; MGC & Bohally site become two junior single sex schools. Seniors in or close to 

CBD and stadium & specialist sporting facilities. 

 Both colleges mixed & offering single sex classes in both colleges. This would allow more flexibilities number 

wise. Both scenarios the students would be among their peers when studying & could still have some 

socialising at lunch times. 

 Core subjects (Maths; English; Biology etc) as single sex classes on a mixed campus. Have less popular subjects 

such as Mandarin, Japanese, French as co-ed as it may make it possible to offer a wider subject range for 

students in Years 9-11. 

 Status quo. Boys need physical space to run around. Too many students for one site. The History of MBC 

needs to be preserved. MBC centrally located. Special needs. Traffic congestion Nelson / McLauchlan Sts. The 

Old Boys Assn is very supportive of MBC. Future growth won’t fit on MGC site. Repairs and refurbishments to 

take place at MBC to bring it up to specification. 

 Prefers a collaborative approach between the two schools on a shared site. Best possible resources & believe 

that a partnership between MGC & MBC is the key to this. 

 Status quo on existing sites and properly maintained by the MOE. Interchange/ sharing of resources between 

colleges. Need lots of space for boys. Proximity to the centre of town for MBC & access to community assets is 

important 

 Build a new co-ed college to allow parents/students the option of co-ed or single sex. Build top of the line 

school on Witherlea side of town. College must have: a high level of classrooms & facilities that are future 
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proof to allow for growth; Space & resources for sports; access to resources that will build a better future for 

our children 

 More info based on research. Tradition is important but not more important than education; respected & 

current education availability is key to success of the region; single sex education (in some form) is best- 

maybe single sex junior high & co-ed senior high; a site that allows sharing of facilities seems pragmatic; all 

students have access to cultural / sporting facilities. 

 Amalgamate schools but separate the exam levels from the non-exams. Co-ed years 9 & 10; then single sex 

years 11-13. Use both sites but improve the quality of them, 

 Create two co-ed colleges on present college sites. One would serve the south side of Blenheim & one would 

serve the north towards Spring Creek. 

 Options for combining Colleges or for separating into Junior & Senior High should be looked at in more depth. 

If schools are integrated English, Science, Maths & PE should be single sex classes. Research shows that both 

boys & girls do better in those subjects in single sex classrooms. 

 One co-ed college if a large enough site can be found. If not fully support a shared environment especially for 

the senior students yrs 12 & 13. Co-sharing will provide for more access to a variety of subjects for everyone. 

Feel that if boys put in environment that included girls this would create a healthy, competitive academic 

situation 

 Both colleges co-ed. One site could be academic subjects & the other for trades, technical & vocational areas. 

This would avoid duplication of the facilities & equipment. Need to collaborate with NMIT to assist transition 

to the next stage. 

 Option 1: Would like to see a model like Kings & Queens Colleges on new land with purpose built buildings. 

For core subjects students are kept separate & come together for specialized subjects. This college must be on 

a large area to allow for the sporting culture to carry on. Option 2: Keep two separate colleges and do 

maintenance on each college that is due. Share classes via technology; school days need to be extended to 

accommodate travelling to & from sites. 

 Need more information & consultation. MGC site too small unless Bohally was utilized also. A joint facility 

which could be a specialist site for learning support, graphics, computer, art, dark rooms, future learning  etc 

which both colleges could access 

 Two colleges on two sites, one either side of town, both co-ed. 

 Colleges remain separate with a structure for shared senior (years 12 & 13) curriculums. Should be looking to 

maximize the academic opportunity for the students in the senior school where combining resources and 

timetables more opportunity can be given for a wider range of topic choices and learning environments. 

 Leave colleges as they are & bring property up to standard. Build new Co-ed College at Woodburn Air Base. 

 Move Bohally to MBC site & 1) make two colleges at the MGC / Bohally site. Specialist classes & specialist 

teachers shared. 2) Have one combined Junior College on one site & on the other site a Senior combined 

college. 3) Start on a clean site with the aim of building a new future for the children & future proofing. 

Acknowledge boys & Girls achieve better when separate. This can be achieved by having 2 colleges on one site 

& combining some classes. This would encourage positive social interaction while still enabling the students to 

achieve. 

 Bohally be included in the review. Both junior/senior transitions & space considerations would be better 

addressed if Bohally was part of the mix. Two single sex colleges co-located & retain their own identities, but 

share (only) specialist facilities, resources & teaching staff. Each school could incorporate years 7 & 8 as their 

own intermediate or prep school.  Collaborate at the secondary/tertiary level in vocational subjects like 

hospitality, engineering, trades etc through shared facilities & a more seamless transition process e.g. MBC, 

MGC, NMIT, Community College, KITE 
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 Status Quo. Research shows there is an optimum size of school (2000 too big). MBC Old Boys Assn great 

financial & careers support for MBC. Develop both Colleges into MLEs. 

 An inclusive multi-cultural, co-educational college for yrs 9-13 on single site; the best science/technology, & 

physical education facilities our region can afford; transition support & training for girls & boys who prefer to 

enter trades i.e. electrical, cooking, hair dressing, plumbing etc; quality counsellors & support staff, in full 

collaboration with CAMHS, district health nurses; inclusion of facilities for the many creative & artistic pursuits 

young people might choose. 

 Both Colleges on one spacious site & generally run as separate schools for most of the core curriculum with a 

crossover of subjects such as but not restricted to technical. Move Bohally to MBC site & MBC to Bohally site. 

By utilizing the existing Intermediate site then a huge amount of land & required space is provided for any 

number of design options, including sports & playing fields. The Intermediate has use of previous boys colleges 

grounds & facilities. Pick the best options available & remove whatever buildings are beyond repair while 

maintaining & restoring buildings with historic & practical importance. 

 More information & further investigation wanted. Move the colleges closer together sharing facilities but 

keeping them as two separate schools sounds appealing. Huge benefits gained by pooling resources in order 

to offer specialist subjects, best facilities, excellent resources & teachers. Would avoid duplication of 

expensive facilities. 

 Would like more information on status quo or siting both colleges in one location. Preference is for co-

educational option for children 

 Two separate colleges on one campus. Shared facilities & some coed classes. Totally new site, where it can be 

purpose- designed for the two schools on one campus option & also be state of the art for learning spaces & 

facilities. MGC site too small for 2000 students. If new site not an option then consider two schools on MBC 

site Plus College Park 

 Support a NEW co-ed college. Get Marlborough District Council re zone the present racecourse to become the 

new College site. This would allow uninhibited construction & the two colleges to function as normal during 

the construction period. A new college would give the opportunity to incorporate the latest in school design 

principles 

 Further research & seek clarification from the community. Combined colleges in some form benefits not only 

the school participants but the larger community. 

 Should be one Marlborough College but on two or three sites (Bohally, MGC & MBC). Turn MGC into a Junior 

High (years 9-11) and MBC a Senior College (years 11-13). 

 Create two (or perhaps three) Forms 1-7 colleges sharing (where desired or needed) specialist staff and rooms 

and grounds, other facilities and equipment, etc  

 Need more information & consultation. Blinkered to keep status quo purely due to history. Must provide more 

options for specialist subjects & make the most of shared resources both in technology and teachers. Ensure 

there is flexibility and future proofing. A shared site is preferable but his does not mean all classes should be 

coed 

 Move on to better things – that means better premises, better teaching facilities, better learning outcomes. 

Have learnt that it is the cultural aims & heritage, coupled with an open modern approach to learning that 

yields the best results. Hanging onto old heritage type buildings impedes the ability to adapt and change as 

learning process change & improve. The quality of teachers & their absolute dedication, professionalism and 

engagement with their pupils creates the environment where each child discovers where they excel & how to 

capitalize on their learning experiences 
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 Use money to upgrade both Colleges on current sites. The optimum secondary school size is between 600-900 

students. Strongly opposed to concept of combining MBC & MGC on MGC site. Boys need space. Retain two 

single sex colleges and build new co-ed out on land at Woodbourne Air Base 

 Amalgamation on the MGC site will physically not work. Major concern is the refurbishment & upgrades 

needed at each school, particularly the Boys’ technical area. Recommend a state of the art technical facilities 

be built on neutral ground – possibly partnering with the local tertiary provider – NMIT in Budge Street- so 

funding can be ascertained from all education providers in the district & allow pathways for further education. 

This facility could include: computer, design; engineering, automotive, technical drawing, carpentry, 

horticulture/ viticulture; hospitality etc. All schools / tertiary providers share-fund it. 

 One site clearly has to be able accommodate the number of students. One site does not necessarily equate 

with mixed gender classes/ options. Could look at a middle school on the Bohally site (yrs 7-10) and a senior 

college (yrs 11-13) on the MGC site. Solves the accommodation question, allows for easy transition & again 

the meshing of resources as can best be used. With the MBC site sold this could free some dollars for this to 

happen 

 Retain MBC & MGC as separate schools on their existing sites or find an alternative site big enough so that the 

students have the space they have now including that of college park. Optimum school size (Hattie) 600-800 

pupils. MBC geographically closer to sports facilities, Civic Theatre, town library. Boys are four times more 

likely to need special needs education than girls. Traffic congestion at Nelson/ McLauchlan St; Old Boys & The 

Gold & Blue Club. Recommend repairs & refurbishments take place at MBC to bring it up to specification plus 

new Technical Block, Art Block, a second gym & wharenui. 

 Poor timing of consultation & lack of information. More consultation needed. Keep status quo & invest in 

bringing them up to standard separately. MGC site is too small to accommodate playing fields needed by boys. 

History of both colleges is important. 

 Disappointed with timing of consultation. Retain 2 single sex colleges co-located with ‘state of the art’ 

technical and sporting facilities, collaborating in sports & the arts as well as technical & specialist subjects as 

shared resources are essential to be viable. Prefer years 9-11 being kept single-sex with years 12-13 co-ed to 

enable greater choice from a wider range of subjects on offer & the opportunity to gain the important social 

skills required for the workplace & life in general. 

 Need to consider future town planning. Neither MGC or MBC sites suitable for redevelopment. Both in wrong 

place in the interests of safety & future development. Greenfield development best option. Two colleges 

retain own identities, but share facilities and classes where practical. Option: Purchase a block of land so both 

colleges can be located on the outskirts of town, & be able to share facilities & classes where practicable. Must 

be done in close partnership with the community through the MDC. Further relationship development with 

NMIT also desirable. 

 We need pathways with NMIT to engage with our youth. In the big picture essential to include Bohally. Time 

that pathway from secondary to tertiary was seamless. Consider incorporating or NMIT next to or into a Senior 

HS. Include a community hub with outside healthcare, counselling, employment & career guidance, café, 

parenting classes & support; agencies like MSD & much more; accessible through the Hub for our youth and 

their Whanau. Option 1: A Junior HS at MGC that includes Bohally & is co-ed from Yr7 to Yr 10. Senior HS, co-

ed, on the NMIT site with NMIT. Option 2: A complete fresh start. Two single sex schools, side by side, with 

shared facilities and coed classes for subjects that suit. 

 Open to moving MBC to a new purpose built site that fits both schools giving students at least 6 sports fields 

within the grounds. MGC site is too small for 2000 students. MBC open campus is not ideal for managing 

student behaviour 
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 Provide improved information to the public, clearly stating possible recommendations for consideration. Make 

available information based on independent studies on the consolidation of similar sized schools from a 

similar demographic & city population 

 Retain single sex structures at the Boys & Girls colleges.. Co-locating onto MGC site Is completely 

unacceptable. Build a new compact building footprint Girls College on the College Park site very near to the 

Boys College (building upwards 2/3 stories. MBC have earthquake strengthening completed & convert existing 

teaching spaces into MLE’s. Some older building demolished. Share specialized facilities and & teachers. More 

cooperation & interaction with Queen Charlotte should be explored. More information required. Consultation 

a disaster. 

 Not averse to the colleges being built on a new site, or single sex classes, especially within the junior years 

leading up to some mixed classes within senior classes ie Years 12 & 13. Need more information & further 

consultation.  Govt enhance the process to ensure that a true positive result is achieved for the children of 

Marlborough. Monetary constraints not be imposed 

 A new co-educational school should be established on an excellent greenfields site in the Omaka / Burleigh 

area. Incorporate the best facilities that are achievable within financial constraints.  The existing Colleges need 

to be amalgamated & repositioned & secondary education needs to be given a fresh start. The existing sites of 

MGC & MBC should be variously utilized for possible extensions to Bohally (MGC) parks and recreation & new 

housing thereby releasing considerable capital value 

 Lack of information. MOE should be obliged to repair both schools to comply with current building code & also 

provide for MLEs. Upgrade MBC & relocate MGC to College Park, where it would be easily possible to share 

facilities; Take the greenfields approach & build two new schools, close by with some shared facilities. Does 

not support combining the schools on the MGC site. 

 Favour a co-ed secondary school provided that some classes, particularly the junior ones, were taught 

separately & that the site for the school was of a decent size to be able to offer a full range of outdoor & 

sporting facilities. If suitable sized site not available then supports status quo. Look at building a new co-ed 

school on a new site to accommodate all students with the best & most modern facilities that can be 

provided, one single story level (quake prone area), with numerous sports fields, gyms & pools to 

accommodate these students. Two existing schools to be upgraded to safe levels for those students that will 

still need to be educated whilst a new combined college is built. 

If the above is not feasible the existing colleges repaired & split into an academic & technical college. 

 Status quo. Repairs & refurbishments take place at MBC to bring it up to specification & build new technical 

block, art block, a second gym & a wharenui. Funding which could be spent building a new school at MGC site 

be shared between the 2 schools so that the buildings can be built on MBC site. Boys need physical space to 

run around in (MGC site too small). 2000 students too many for one school. Hattie says the optimum size is 

600-800 pupils. History of MBC is something to be treasured. MBC location close to Horton Park, College Park, 

the Stadium etc 

 Keep the schools separate & single sex. Keep MBC on current site. Heritage and tradition very important. 

Support moving MGC closer to MBC to make sharing resources easier. Parking & traffic easier close to MBC. 

MGC traffic congestion would be an issue and not enough land. Do not support co-locating or combining the 

colleges but think there are lots of opportunities if the schools are closer together 

 Not opposed to coed or single sex but just want the best environments and opportunities for them. Options 

for consideration are: status quo with both colleges developed to have MLEs; status quo with both colleges 

developed to have MLE & a new coed to allow the choice if parents so wish; a junior school years 9/10 (or 

years 7-10) & a senior school on present school sites or on MGC/ Bohally site or new sites; One coed 
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establishment of year 9-13 on MGC site or MBC site or new site; One coed establishment of year 7-13 on 

MGC, MBC or a new site; Within the coed establishments there could be single sex lessons until year 12/13. 

 MOE to work with local government & tertiary providers to investigate whether it is fiscally possible for a 

green field’s proposal that can accommodate MBC & MGC operating as separate identities with the equivalent 

of the four field sporting access MBC currently have. The benefits of site sharing specialist faculties & the 

ability for students to access modern learning environments are more compelling than the history that would 

be lost. This would obviously cause the least disruption to current students as until a move life would be 

business as usual. If this cannot be achieved on fiscal grounds preference is for the status quo with a review to 

how property funding is allocated. 

 Improve the process, information & consultation. Process: Outline the goal & outcome; Gather data & identify 

the factors that are relevant; develop alternatives; list the benefits & limitations of each alternative; 

determine the preferred option; consultation. The Ministry makes improvements by publishing the content & 

programme for the decision-making process with its expectation of the part that each interested party will 

play. 

 Build up not out & build a super school combining the land area of MGC & Bohally Intermediate. There would 

be more than sufficient room for the classrooms & all sports facilities. If necessary the four houses /sections 

33-35 McLauchlan St could be purchased to increase the land area. The sharing of facilities & the availability of 

all courses to both boys & girls is imperative regardless of whether they are combined or separate colleges. 

State of the art specialty shared facilities would be available to take the children into the future, 

 Set up a committee of local people to further investigate all options. Option 1) huge mind set change; option 

2) Use Racecourse or Pollard Park to build a new Boys College & as new buildings required for the Girls College 

they could be constructed there also. Option 3) Leave the Girls College where it is and develop the Boys 

College on their sports field to the north or upgrade the existing building to top earthquake standards. Option 

4) Land on the fringes ie Burliegh most central to all suburbs & where plenty of vacant land is. No liquefaction 

& no traffic issues. Option 5) Horton Park, if the Cuddon buildings could be utilized but access could be a 

problem. 

 Two new schools on same site sharing some facilities for years 11-13(mixed classes for some subjects). Single 

sex schooling for years 9 & 10 so those students have the opportunity to get used to the college demands and 

teaching style, be themselves & to find themselves without the pressure of impressing the other sex. One BOT 

so that the schools have the same philosophy, a united culture can be developed. Not on MGC site but a new 

site unless Bohally is part of the process then use their site as well. 

 Set up a focus group of key stakeholders from the schools, community & the MOE & include landscape 

architects with a view to achieve master planning to come up with three proposed solutions to the current 

questions at hand. Option: a single campus with a focus on shared MLE for the senior schools. Both schools to 

share some specific facilities & some subjects & courses as a merged school. Shared site with specific areas & 

some communal facilities e.g. central hub building & shared spaces library, study areas, shared sporting & 

outdoor ed facilities and grounds. Site proposed MGC with some of the Bohally site as shared with Bohally 

such as sporting grounds. Collaboration & pathways with other schools & NMIT. 

 Status quo. MGC site too small. MLEs can be easily incorporated into the fabric of the existing colleges. Would 

like to see evidence that there would be improved education outcomes for the community by co-locating or 

co-education. Support received from MCCF for MBC not to be underestimated or the community investment 

in the current MBC site. Considerable history attached to O block at MBC. MBC is sited in close proximity to 

other community assets. If MBC & MGC were co-located on the MGC site traffic congestion would be a real 

concern. Spend some of the $35million on MLE improvements on both Colleges 
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 Status quo. Use technology e.g. video conferencing for sharing teachers. Subjects that require attending the 

opposite campus could have double periods of an afternoon that mean students move during lunch breaks & 

then go home from the opposite campus; or Junior high & senior high could have merit but would want 

subjects taught in single sex classes on the whole with co-ed classes only coming into effect where small class 

numbers potentially jeopardize the options offered at the senior level; or shift Bohally to MBC site & MBC shift 

to Bohally site. Colleges remain single sex but share top quality technology area & school hall 

 Build new school on green fields site in the Burleigh/ Omaka area of Blenheim on land known as Colonial 

Vineyards. Stated this site is available and ideal. With the two colleges merging into a completely new leading 

edge secondary school this region could, in secondary education, be powerful beyond its size. The benefits 

that come from good education would inhabit all sectors of social and economic life in Marlborough and 

greatly strengthen the future of the region. Have to be thinking in terms of next 100 years not the next 20 

years.  

 Believes that the co-ed school system was superior socially and academically, and far more egalitarian in its 

approach and outcome. 

 Leave the status quo but fund the buildings in each school at a level equivalent to the top-end of what the 

MOE are ‘willing’ to spend. Work with school day and break times and timetabling and buy a couple of shuttle 

buses for creating shared classes where benefits are clear and evidence exists to justify such an approach. 

Change priority should be for a co-ed college to give the community choice.  

 A single sex schooling environment for years 9, 10, 11 on the MGC site – with possibility of including some of 

the Bohally grounds in this so that the single sex ‘Junior colleges could run side by side on the site. A co-

educational year 12 and 13 at the MBC site. This could be quite exciting and if run along the lines of Mt 

Aspiring College it could provide the students with access to all the excellent resources both in business and 

the natural environment that Marlborough provides. 

 Youth Council: In their Youth Initiatives Plan they talk about education, training and employment. They want 

support in transitioning from school to tertiary, university and jobs. They want better career path options and 

profiling of employment opportunities. They feel that due to two single sex schools and QCC being isolated 

there needs to be more interschool activities to improve relationships, cultural, and social, & including Rai 

Valley and Marlborough Community College. They want more interaction between secondary schools and 

recreational opportunities. 

 An outcome where Marlborough will have modern school facilities, which are fully equipped to deliver an 

excellent standard of education that will create and expose our children to a rich and diverse range of learning 

opportunities. Quality of education needs to be good enough to support Marlborough’s key export industries 

to attract and retain a business talent pool that is capable of leading and developing sound regional economic 

growth. Supports single sex colleges. 

 There are a number of general things that I am sure as a community we could agree on; the best possible 

learning environment for our children, academically and culturally; the best range of subjects; well-resourced 

facilities; dynamic, motivated educators. 

 Would want the following points to be considered in the evaluation of community submissions: 

o There are huge benefits to be gained by sharing and collaborating between the colleges. By pooling 

resource, we can afford the best facilities, attract specialist teachers and invest in the best teaching 

resources.  

 Visual arts is a case in point. 

o Modern education involves choice. We need to be able to offer a wider array of specialist subjects in 

areas like languages, technology and vocational areas as well as the more traditional academic 

subjects.  Currently this is not always the case for example: Languages 
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o Technology: 

 With the numbers of learners involved at both Colleges studying ‘technology’ subjects such 

as hospitality and catering / food technology, engineering and furniture the Ministry of 

Education in particular and the Youth Guarantees network facilitator have suggested the 

construction of one specialist technology facility on one of the two current sites.  While the 

region should be looking to avoid duplication in expensive facilities, we believe that the 

region would be better served by secondary education being offered on one site. The 

difficulties with the current sites being retained are: 

 The number of learners involved would mean that classes running the following 

period would be significantly impacted on while waiting for learners to travel back 

o The Ministry of Education’s Youth Guarantee’s initiative aims to provide learners with more choices 

and ways to achieve NCEA Level 2 to transition to further education and participate in the workforce.   

 Both Colleges provide a range of vocational programmes such as Gateway and STAR. 

Duplication of programmes which sometimes in the case of Gateway are in competition 

when looking for work experience opportunities for learners.   

 As part of the development of the Marlborough Youth Guarantees network we are exploring 

the further development of our collaboration with tertiary providers such as Nelson 

Marlborough Institute of Technology (NMIT) and Community College.   

o The duplication / replication in facilities that is also seen in services.  

 Cuddons site is ideally suited for a college for many reasons: 

o The closeness of Marlborough Boys College, 4 minutes’ walk away allowing for the integration of 
specialised classes wanted by our community. 

o Resources could be individually built but easily shared on each campus, eg engineering on boys, Food 
technology on girls.  

o Gymnasiums for both schools could be built next to Horton Park and not only utilised by the colleges 
but also by the community and as an overflow from the Marlborough Lines Stadium during large 
events. 

o The Marlborough Lines Stadium consisting of the Pool Complex and Multipurpose indoor arena is 2 
minutes’ walk away, eliminating the need for a pool at MGC and MBC.  

o Council playing fields on the Southside as well as an all-weather Hockey Field at College Park and its 
existing fields owned by the MOE. 

o The availability of land to the east (ITM and the wool Marketing Board) available for very future use 
when rolls increase 

o Closeness to town 
o Close to the new Theatre complex being built 10 minutes’ walk away 
o This still allows for a two school but almost one site option, but with the added benefit of access to a 

lot of sports facilities that Marlborough Parents are calling for, and expected from the wider 
community. 

o This would allow for the new girls college to be built unheeded, saving major costs, in an 
area where multi story buildings would not only be of little impact on the neighbourhood 
but would tidy up this part of town. Once built, the boy’s college could move to the MGC 
present site and give builders unheeded access to rebuilding of the boys college saving major 
costs. Once finished the boys would move back. Bus facilities are already present at Boys 
College where the girls could walk from being only 4 minutes away. Lots of car parking for 
private cars is available around Horton Park. As the new girl’s college is more central, bus 
routes from the south side of town would be stopped creating savings. As Bohally is also 
getting to a stage on needing renovation and upgrading to Modern schools, they then could 
move to MGC whilst their campus is upgraded unheeded. 
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 First preference is to build two single sex schools on the one site based on the King’s & 

Queen’s High School (Dunedin) model with the option to incorporate a Youth Guarantee 

Provider on the same or adjoining  site.  The site should allow 120 sq. metres per student 

resulting in a 25 hectare site being required.  The site should also be in walking distance of 

community facilities. Rationale for decision: 

 Opportunity to potentially work with the Council and Tertiary providers to reduce the 
overall cost of the project – the Council and NMIT are open to discussions. 

 Community desire for single sex education  

 Greater access to modern learning environments - students (and staff) deserve the best 
possible learning environment.  

 Site sharing of facilities and specialist spaces e.g. halls, gymnasiums, technology blocks. 

 The benefits a “super-school” achieved while retaining the benefits of a “mid – range” 
school. Students are not a number. 

 We are a rural region and grounds are important in our context. 

 There would be no transitional costs.  
 

 For Maori a focal point – a whare nui is needed whether joint MGC and MBC or separate. Crucial it is 

whanau friendly. It would be useful if Maori young people were able to learn Te Reo and Maori 

Performing Arts together. Needs a whole different dynamic to retain Maori youth through senior 

secondary school. Useful to explore the secondary-tertiary model to allow Maori students to develop 

courses that are both secondary (key subjects) and whananga based. Goal of both schools to make Maori 

more comfortable. Key focus for both iwi and the school in the future is to ensure young Maori have the 

opportunities to: a) Improve their academic achievement to ensure that they have the qualifications to 

enable them to enter university and / or career choice; Develop their leadership skills. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Aurecon Report 

For MBC: 
The 2012 report describes that: 

 “The central building, gymnasium and a number of the classroom blocks at MBC have seismic 
performance which equates with around 20% of New Building standard.” 
This year Aurecon did more detailed investigations. The % of new building code has now been 
modified. 

The 2013 investigation by Aurecon highlights that:  

 The central building and gymnasium/squash courts are at 37% of New Building standard. The 
music block is at 16% of new building code. Aurecon have advised the MOE that strengthening 
of the music block is required in the “short term” and the other blocks be strengthened in the 
“long term.” The MOE’s stated goal is to get these buildings to 67% of new building code. In the 
“short term” infers 0 to 2 years. In the median term infers 0 to 10 years. Aurecon have 
estimated the work to be plus or minus $1.05 million 

 
For MGC: 
A full analysis of earthquake performance for all buildings has been completed.   

         In total nine blocks have been identified with defective weather integrity issues.  Only 

the Food and Technology block defective weather integrity issues have been remediated.  

         Block AA (the technology block) has some weather defective integrity issues but also 

has a configuration which makes it very difficult to adapt to teaching environments.  It 

has large amounts of unused space.  

         The existing (old) gymnasium and hall have been assessed and are unlikely to perform to 

an appropriate standard in an earthquake.   Both the old gymnasium and the school hall 

require further seismic structural work in the next 10 years.  
  
 
The Aurecon Report incorrectly quotes Tim Barton Architect on page 1 of the Report. 
"The independent report by Tim Barton Architect has determined replacement is more cost effective than 
repair and renovation”   is a comment that applies only to the Tech and Art Blocks at MBC, not to the 
MBC buildings generally. His comment was informed by a study of options for the Tech (T) and Arts (C) 
blocks commissioned by the Ministry and should not be interpreted to infer that all MBC buildings 
should be demolished and replaced.   
 
 

 


